Squaring up to DNA: pentapeptide repeat proteins and DNA mimicry.
Pentapeptide repeats are a class of proteins characterized by the presence of multiple repeating sequences five amino acids in length. The sequences fold into a right-handed β-helix with a roughly square-shaped cross section. Pentapeptide repeat proteins include a number of examples which are thought to function as structural mimics of DNA and act to competitively bind to the type II topoisomerase DNA gyrase, an important antibacterial target. DNA gyrase-targeting pentapeptide repeat proteins can both inhibit DNA gyrase-a potentially useful therapeutic property-and contribute to resistance to quinolone antibacterials (by acting to prevent them forming a lethal complex with the DNA and enzyme). Pentapeptide repeat proteins are therefore of wide interest not only because of their unusual structure, function, and potential as an antibacterial target, but also because knowledge of their mechanism of action may lead to both a greater understanding of the details of DNA gyrase function as well as being a useful template for the design of new DNA gyrase inhibitors. However, many puzzling aspects as to how these DNA mimics function and indeed even their ability to act as DNA mimics itself remains open to question. This review summarizes the current state of knowledge regarding pentapeptide repeat proteins, focusing on those that are thought to mimic DNA, and speculates on potential structure-function relationships which may account for their differing specificities.